
-Buddy Club Series 3, Story 1: Places That Still
Stand-

The following week, Lucas got ready to start exploring the school to
see where the basement was. In time he found it, located near the
garbage disposal. There, there was a door with a padlock on it with
the word “Basement” printed on it. There was only one thing left to do
now, wait. They were so close, yet so far away. Lucas then realized
soon after the hall monitor tournament that Mica was nowhere to be
seen. “What is Mr Hill playing at?” Lucas thought to himself. Still,
Lucas couldn't help but think every night about what could be so
important in the basement. “I guess I will just have to wait.” But not
everything was going as they had hoped. Lucas still knew in the back
of his head that someone he knew, probably very close to his friend
group, had been helping Mr Hill for probably half of the school year.
Lucas had tried not to think about it, but Kaleb wouldn’t let it go. “If this
person, whoever it is, is still around us, they will keep finding more
information about us and tell it to Mr Hill.” Kaleb prompted. “Yes, but
there is no way we can find out who it is, there is no evidence pointing
us in any direction.” Marcus noticed. “True. but that doesn't mean
there isn't some kind of lead.” Leo insisted. “I don’t know what to
think.” Lucas sighed. Just as Lucas finished speaking, the bell rang. “I
guess it’s time to go to class.” James said. The friend group then split
up, and went to their classes. Meanwhile, in Mr Hill’s office, Jordan
walked into the room. “Mr Hill, I am still wondering when you will pay
me for all the work I've done for you.” Jordan prompted. “Ah yes, you
will get paid, even more than extra credit once this is all over. And
trust me, it will be soon.” Mr Hill stated. “For the year is almost over,
and the awards ceremony is in a week. My ace is ready, and so am I. I



have one final mission for you before this is all over, fire all eye hawk
members and tell them they will get their extra credit on the final report
card.” Mr Hill added. “Of course.” Jordan said, as he left the office. “It’s
only a matter of time until I become principal.” Mr Hill whispered to
himself, as he closed the door to his office and called someone that he
reported to often…

-Buddy Club Series 3, Story 2: The Travesty-

The next day, Lucas went to all his classes, and did all his work,but
something felt off when he got to lunch. “What feels off?” Lucas
thought to himself. “Hey, has anyone seen Cody today?” James
asked. “No, do you think he ran away?” Elsy wondered. “What if
someone found him?” Leo fretted. The buddy club then all got down
on their knees, and shined a phone flashlight in the tiny crack near
their table where Cody lived. There they saw it. He was dead. “No!”
Leo cried. The buddy club quickly reached inside and pulled Cody’s
limp body out of it. There was something off about him. “He was
poisoned.” Elsy whispered sadly. “How do you know?” Lucas asked.
“The indentations on his nail suggest that he ate something that had
been tainted.” Elsy said quietly. “How did this happen?” Kaleb said
angrily. They then heard footsteps coming their way. It was Leim and
Alyssa. “We haven't seen Cody today, do you know where he-” Alyssa
started. She then looked down at Elsy and James holding the poor
rat’s limp body. “No. It can’t be.” Alyssa whispered. “Someone had to
have done this intentionally.” Leim proclaimed with a sigh. “We have to
avenge him then!” Lucas stated. “I'm sorry, but there is no way we can
tell if someone did it against us, or if the custodial staff tried to get rid
of him.” Marcus stated. “We will just have to deal with it.” Marcus



added. “I guess we will, there is nothing we can do now.” James said.
As the buddy club, Alyssa, and Leim wrapped Cody in a paper towel,
and moved him back into the crack where he lived, they saw Issabella
coming towards them. “Casper, what is it?” Kaleb asked. “I have been
kicked out of the eye hawks! Along with everyone else in the group!”
Casper shouted. “If he threw away everything he had, that meant that
he knows what he is doing.” Casper said cautiously. “We will be
careful.” Lucas assured. “Good, if I helped you for nothing, I would be
mad, so don’t screw this up, the whole school is counting on you all,
even if they don’t know it yet.” Casper added, as she turned around
and walked to another lunch table…

-Buddy Club Series 3, Story 3: The Plan-

Later in the week, Lucas realized that in two days, the awards
ceremony would be happening! Lucas was told to meet at Leo’s house
again to discuss the full plan soon, so Lucas started getting ready to
leave. When he finally got ready to leave, he walked out the front door
and started walking to Leo’s house. While he was passing streets, he
saw a missing poster, but the worst thing about it was that there was a
reward for it, and it was Leo’s older sister, Stacy. Lucas tore it down
without another thought. When he finally arrived, he saw so many
people! There was Leo, James, Marcus, Kaleb, Elsy, Jake, Sofia,
Natalie, Alyssa, Leim, Casper, and all of the old eye hawks members,
Priscilla, Lily, Nick, Ryan, Hayley, Marc, and even Louie! “You’re all
here?” Lucas echoed, surprised they all came. “We all have a reason
to stop Mr Hill, we need to do this.” Leo said. “Now let’s discuss the
plan. Louie, you're going to be the one that keeps an eye on Mr Hill. If
he gets up from the ceremony, you are going to distract him. The



chances that if he gets up, he will be after us.” Leo said. “Got it.” Louie
responded. “The eye hawks group, you will be our eyes everywhere,
you will be in the main places Mr Hill goes, thanks to Leim, he
gathered footage from the security cameras, and narrowed down the
most places he goes. Once you have information, tell Leim, and report
to whomever is the one concerned.” Leo added. “Alright, we will get
this done.” One of them said. “Casper, you will be the lookout for
Natalie, when she gets into the office, you make sure that no one sees
her.” Leo stated. “Alright, sounds like a plan.” She said. “Alyssa,you
will be with Jake and Sofia ready to plan our escape. If anything goes
wrong, we will give the key to you Alyssa.” Leo added. “Works for me.”
She said casually. Natalie, you have the most important job of all, you
will get the key out of the principal’s office and hand it to Lucas.” Leo
declared. “Ok.” She said. “After all this, when Lucas gets the key, he
will meet up with Me, James, Marcus, Kaleb, and Elsy. Natalie will
come too. Once we get to the location of the basement, we double
check everything is clear, and then we go inside.” Leo finished. “Soon
we will finish what my sister had started, and bring an end to Mr Hill!”
Leo shouted. Everyone then joined in, getting pumped for the plan that
would arise very soon…

Buddy Club Series 3, Story 4: All Forces Unite-

The next day, in the hallways, Lucas felt like someone was watching
him. “Must just be the jitters.” Lucas thought to himself. But really, it
wasn’t. When Lucas looked behind him, he saw Jordan! “Looks like
you're getting ready for the awards ceremony. Just know this, no one
can save you. You are looking for something that is above yourself. It
isn’t just Mr Hill that can do something to you. Oh no. There are way



bigger threats besides him, and if Mr Hill doesn’t win, they will be after
you next!” Jordan said, as he pushed Lucas to the ground. Leo then
walked up to Lucas, along with everyone else. “Jordan, we can
overcome you, Mr Hill, and anyone if we are together. So you just
count your minutes before you and Mr Hill go down.” Leo challenged,
as he picked Lucas back up. “Thanks Leo.” Lucas said. “We will see
about that.” Jordan stated, as he walked away angrily. “Don’t let him
discourage you, we can do this, together.” Leo said. “I know.” Lucas
responded, as they both walked to math class. When they got inside
the classroom, Ms Modrak said, “Who’s excited for awards
tomorrow?” “You could say I am.” Lucas said. “You can say that
again.” Kaleb said…

-Buddy Club Series 3, Story 5: The Awards-

It was finally the awards plan day! After all this time, they would finally
put this plan into action. When Lucas got to school, he saw Mr Ricardo
talking with Leo. As Lucas walked closer, he heard Mr Ricardo say,
“Mr Hill wants to see you.” “Ok, thanks.” Leo said, now looking very
pale. When he passed Lucas, he just stared. “This can’t be good.”
When Lucas got into his chair, he couldn’t help but feel like the plan
went wrong, but how could it, everything was playing out as it should
be, he just had to trust that they made the right decision about who
they thought was the traitor in their group. When class was over, he
walked to math, and saw Kaleb, James, and Elsy. They all had
confused expressions on their faces. “Where is Leo?” Elsy asked. “He
is in Mr Hill’s office.” Lucas said worryingly. “Well After this class, the
awards ceremony will begin.” Kaleb stated. “We just have to trust that
he shows up.” Lucas said determinedly, even though he was super



afraid. When class was almost over, Ms Modrak started to make an
announcement to the class. “Alright class, it’s time that we head over
to the gym to begin the awards ceremony. If you have to go to the
bathroom, ask me or another teacher.” She said. Then the class
started walking to the gym, where the awards ceremony would take
place at. When they got there, they saw Mr Hill standing next to the
principal. “Where is Leo?” Lucas thought anxiously. When the class
sat down, and the principal started the ceremony, he saw the other
students that were in the mission, stand up and go to the teachers.
Lucas nodded to James, Elsy, Marcus, and Kaleb, and they all went
over to Ms Modrak. “Can we go to the bathroom?” They all asked.
“Yes, but be quick.” Ms Modrak responded. As they all went, they met
up with Natalie. “It’s time.” Lucas declared…

-Buddy Club Series 3, Story 6: The Key
Mission-

“Where is Leo? Shouldn’t he be with you?” Natalie asked. “Yeah,
where is he?” Casper asked. “We don’t know, but we will have to go
on without him.” Lucas stated. “Now Natalie, open the principal’s office
with the hall monitor key.” Lucas added. “Oh yeah.” Natalie said, as
she opened the door. When she went inside, the rest of the club
sneaked downstairs, leaving Lucas, Casper, and Natalie upstairs. But
for some reason, Marcus stayed put. “Marcus, what are you doing, go
with the rest of them downstairs.” Casper said. “I can’t do that Lucas,
I’m sorry.” Marcus said coldly. Jordan then appeared out of Mr Hill’s
office nearby. “Get away from the door Natalie.” Jordan instructed. “No
can do,” Natalie said, as she ran inside and grabbed the key off the



desk. “I have it!” She shouted. “Get it Marcus! Show where your
loyalties lie, is it with them, or us?!” Jordan shouted. “I’m sorry, Lucas,
but I have to do this!” Marcus said, as he then pushed Luca to the
floor, and grabbed Casper by the ID! “Get out of my way!” Marcus
shouted. “Why are you doing this!?” Casper asked, as she too fell to
the ground. “Give me the key!” Marcus demanded. Lucas then saw
Kaleb run up to them, and knock Marcus to the floor! “Cmon, let’s go!”
Kaleb said, as he helped Lucas and Casper up. They then ran with
Natalie downstairs to get to the room they all awaited to see for so
long…

-Buddy Club Series 3, Story 7 Secrets Within-

As they all ran downstairs, they heard Marcus and Jordan following
suit, but they were catching up fast! “At this rate they will catch us and
push us to ten ground!” Lucas shouted. “They then heard a big
THUMP sound, from behind them! When they turned around to see
what made the noise, it was Mica! She pushed them both to the floor!
“What!? How!?” Lucas screamed. “Talk later, get to the basement!”
Mica screamed after them, as they kept running in the direction of the
basement near the cafeteria. When they met up with James and Elsy,
Elsy realized that Jordan and Marcus were right on their tail, so Lucas
threw the key to her, and she opened the door to the basement level
of the building, letting everyone in before she closed the door and
locked it, so Marcus and Jordan couldn’t come in! “I think we are
safe.” Lucas gasped, since he ran so much. James then turned on the
flashlight on his phone since it was so dark in there. “We made it.”
Kaleb gasped too. When they all finished catching their breath, they
started walking down the stairs, starting to see a bright red light



illuminating the back of the basement. “What is that?” Elsy asked. “I
think it’s ketchup. Look, there is a label that says, warning, do not eat.”
Lucas noticed. “It must be tainted. But why?” Kaleb said. “I don’t know,
but this is enough evidence to get Mr Hill arrested!” Casper stated.
“Yes, but why was Stacy looking for this?” Lucas wondered. “Answers
will come, we just need to be patient, here take a photo and send it to
Leim, tell him to call the police.” Elsy said to James. James nodded as
he went and took pictures of the tank and sent it to Leim. “Oh, so
that’s what was in the basement!” The news reporter’s friend said.
“Yep, but there is still more, listen.” The news reporter said. Meanwhile
up above where Marcus and Jordan were at, Jordan banged his head
on the door. “You disappointed me Marcus, just know that.” Jordan
then started running towards Mr Hill’s office, calling Mr Hill. “It’s over
Mr Hill, we’ve lost. They got inside.” Jordan announced. “It’s not over
until I say it’s over.” Mr Hill snapped as he hung up, leaving Jordan
speechless…

-Buddy Club Series 3, Story 8: Eye Of The
Storm-

When Lucas and his gang opened the door to leave the basement, they
saw that the police had arrived, “Everyone hands up, we need to address
the situation before anyone leaves!” A police officer stated. It was total
madness! An hour later, after all the investigations, Lucas and his friends
were sent to go home. Mr Hill was arrested, but for the reason why, it was
still not addressed to the public yet. The school was closed a week later
due to health violations. When Lucas found out what happened to Leo the
next day after the awards ceremony, he was bewildered! Mr Hill and Jordan
locked Leo in Mr Hill’s office closet! A week after the school was closed,



Lucas was walking by the TV in his house, and saw the investigation of Mr
Hill’s case. He listened and heard, “As most of you know, the school
Rudolph Gordon MIddle was closed due to health violations. But the story
doesn't end there. A group of students took it upon themselves to
investigate the vice principal, Mr Hill, finding out that huge ketchup tanks
were hidden in the basement. But upon further investigation and the
interrogation of Mr Hill, we understand it all. Mr Hill had tainted the ketchup,
and was planning to use the ketchup to make the principal of the school,
Principal Lowery, very ill, so he could be the runner up for the new principal.
We are still not sure when he was planning to give the principal this tainted
ketchup, but one thing for sure, if those kids didn't find out the stuff they did
when they did, things would be a lot different today. So for the viewers and
listeners out there, If you see Lucas Enow, James Ferraro. Kaleb Malo,
Elsy Franca, and Leo Walmsley, please thank them for what they did.” The
police sheriff said on the TV. Lucas smiled to himself, as he walked away
from the tv…

-Buddy Club Series 3, Story 9: Aftermath-

The next day, Lucas was scheduled to meet his friends at the park, to
have lunch there. It was finally the beginning of summer, and Lucas
was also excited for the summer camp he and his friends would go to
later in the summer. When he saw Leo and his friends, he waved and
walked over to them. “It’s a nice day today.” Kaleb said. This was the
first time Marcus hadn't been with them. The people that were with Mr
Hill, the kids to be specific, weren't charged, but just disciplined. Lucas
and his friend group hadn’t seen Marcus since then. “It's not over.”
Leo randomly spoke. “Yesterday, I got a note in the mail.” Leo stated.
“What did it say?” Lucas asked. “It’s about the Fountain Inn Vase.” Leo
prompted. “The Fountain Inn Vase? I totally forgot about that.” James



said. “Yeah, me too.” Elsy added. “Are you sure you want to know
what it said?” Leo asked. “Leo, we are here to find out what Stacy was
trying to figure out, if it’s not over, tell us.” Lucas said. Leo took in a
great big sigh. “Well don’t say I didn't warn you.” Leo pulled out a note
from his pocket and passed it to Lucas, it said, “Good job buddy club,
you took down Mr Hill, I’m surprised you could. In the end though you
know nothing, you are still in the dark, struggling to find something that
can help you. But I will help you, I, Ms Modrak, will give you a clue, but
know, Mr Hill was right about one thing, some things are best left
forgotten. But since you want to know so badly, so badly that you took
down Mr Hill, to know what Stacy was trying to do, I will give you a
clue. Fountain Inn High, has more up their sleeve than you think. Find
Sarah, you find her, you will know the truth. I will be around, watching
what you do, so keep that in mind. That’s all that I needed to say, and
please, just watch your back, we don’t want the same thing that
happened to Stacy happen to you.” And like that, the note ended.
Lucas stood there speechless, “Ms Modrak was the Fountain Inn Vase
all along?” Lucas said aloud. When he looked around everyone else
was surprised too to find this news. “I guess so.” Leo said quietly. “We
have had a crazy year, but I think that this next year will be even
crazier. We will stick together, right?” Leo asked. “Right.” Lucas and
everyone else shouted. There was one thing for sure, His life was just
going to keep getting crazier.

-The End Of Buddy Club Season 1-



-Post Credits Story-

“So that’s how Cody died, he must have eaten some of the ketchup!”
The news reporter’s friend said. “What?! That's the thing you got from
the end of the book?!” the news reporter shouted. “Well yeah, and that
Ms Modrak was in the Fountain Inn Vase the whole time. Do you know
what happened to Lucas after middle school?” the friend asked. “Yes,
because if you didn’t catch it, I’m in the story.” The news reporter
stated. “Well you go by your last name here, which yours is, Enlow,
so,” The friend started. “Wait, Your Lucas?!” the friend screamed.
“Yes, and there is more to this story, but that’s for another time.” he
said. “I think you're right, it is getting late anyway, tell me the next part
of the story some other time.” the friend called out as he walked out of
the journalist building into the dark night.

-Stayed Tune Until Buddy Club Season 2!-

-Also Watch Out For Buddy Club: Camp Crazy-

The summer is almost over for Lucas and his friends, it seemed like
just yesterday it had begun, after they exposed Mr Hill and found out
who the Fountain Inn Vase was. But now Lucas was ready to go to

Camp Crise, or should he call it, Camp Crazy! Follow Lucas and the
buddy club to see who is the prankster scaring and vandalizing the

camp at night, and see if the sea monster Vadla is actually real, all in
Buddy Club: Camp Crazy!




